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STRATEGIES FOR MANAGEMENT USE AND SURVIVAL
OF MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEMS: A CASE HISTORY
A. Marvin Roscoe and Jagdish N. Sheth
(American Telephone & Telegraph Company) (University of Illinois)
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the evolution from a longitudinal consumer
panel to the planned development of an integrated Marketing Management
Information System. AT&T's ten years experience with centrally developed
marketing information systems is reviewed. The rationale for development,
problems of implementation and analysis and the lack of effective
utilization are explored. Improvements are made and increased management
usage is stimulated. Finally, the five-year plan for future development
building upon this past experience is presented.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the
process of development, implementation, management uses
and applications as well as system survival of a Marketing
Information System (MIS) within the context of a large
business organization.
As most practioners know, the primary problems
associated with MIS are not so much related to system devel-
opment and implementation as they are to its systematic usage
by management in their decision making process as well as the
continual need to cost justify the value of the system. Many
times a good MIS system in terms of management use will fail due
to the same reasons and processes as the failure of a good product
in the market place. This is caused by the lack of customer-
oriented approaches in the design and development of the system
such that the needs of amangement decision making and the
characteristics of the system fail to converge. Fortunately,
some attempts are made to design user-oriented MIS systems as
we gain more experience in this area of market research.
J. N. Sheth. "The Future of Marketing Models", ESOMAR
Congress, Venice, September 6-10, 1976.
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While a good user-oriented conceptual framework is
likely to enhance the chances of MIS being properly utilized
by marketing management. Often, the problems of MIS usage
and survival are highly determined by the nature of in-
dustry, competitive pressures, company's organizational
structure and management attitudes and values. Given the
specificity of factors that often make the difference be-
tween success and failure of a MIS system in the organization,
it seems that the case history approach is a very useful way
to assess and analyze the complexity and ad hoc characteristics
of an existing MIS system.
Accordingly, this paper will focus primarily on
the management uses and applications of MIS and how specific
system changes are planned based on past experiences in order
to fully integrate the system with the marketing decision
Daking proceijs within the company:
DESCRIPTION or THE BELL SYSTEM
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the Bell
Syst&m, is £ giant parent holding company having assets of more
than 86.0 billion dollars which are owned by nearly three mil-
lion stockholders. Its annual revenues were approximately 32.5
billion dollars which generated a net income of nearly four
billion dollars last year. It is the largs^st single corporation
in the U.S. in terms of assets, employees and annual revenues.
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The primary business of the company is 1n the
telecommunication industry. It services more than 120 million
telephones and provides a vast, complex network for residence
and business customers through the Long Lines Division and
19 regional operating companies. In the provision of these
telecommunication services, it is regulated by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) and the individual state regula-
tory agencies. Overall, the Bell System enjoys an excellent
reputation as a well-managed corporation and its customers are
generally well pleased with the service they are provided.
Historically, the Bell System has been a technology
driven corporation. As a consequence, most of its resources
were allocated to service reliability, mechanization, cost re-
duction, product improvement, and expansion into diverse areas
of telecommunication business.
During the late 1940's and early 1950's the major
efforts were focused on satisfying the tremendous pent-up demand
for telecommunication services and the improvement of basic
services. This resulted in almost every household having
an individual private line and the ability to dial directly
over the network to any other telephone.
When these objectives star-ted to become a reality,
the Bell System began to establish a Merchandizing Department
which rapidly transformed into the early Marketing Organization.
In the next ten years, n-.any products and services were intro-
duced which were based on styling, social and aesthetic
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utilities, in addition to product performance utility. For
example, colors were added to the telephone, stylish phones,
such as. Princess and Trirnline were designed and push button
phones were introduced.
At the same time, substantial changes were taking
place in the expansion and utilization of the telecommunication
network. For example, private lines, private networks and Wide
Area Telephone Service (WATS) were offered to business customers.
Furthermore, it was anticipated that the future growth of the
Bell System rested in stimulating long distance communication usage
In both the business and the residence market. Mechanization and
technological improvements continued to result in the reduction
of rates to the consumer. Prices were reduced while some services
were expanded with the cost to the user held constant. In 1967,
reduced long distance rates were put into effect in an effort
to selectively stimulate demand based upon price. This major
policy of price differentiation was based on the type of call
(direct dial versus operator assisted), on the time of day (peak
vs. off peak hours, especially the evenings), and on the day of
the week (working days vs. weekends).
It was this new price policy which led the corpo-
ration to plan for a marketing information system which would
assess the impact of rate changes in both the residential and
the business markets and to substantiate and justify the
estimates of customer reaction that had been made before
the FCC.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MRIS
The responsibility of developing the Market
Research Information System (MRIS) designed specifically
to track the impact of rate changes in the long distance
telephone market was assigned to the Managenient Sciences
group within the Company. This was not an easy task. Tradi-
tional econometric methods could not be applied. At the time
of the rate change, the total market was 3.6 billion dollars
in annual revenue. The growth rate (10%) was three times the
effect of the rate reduction and the service was characterized
by extreme seasonality and high individual customer period-
to-period variance.
The initial system was established in 1969 and was
designed in terms of a longitudinal panel. It consisted of
a national sample of 60,000 customers (30,000 residence and
30,000 business). The sampling plan was a multistage proba-
bility sample with the basic frame being one hundred regional
accounting offices from which monthly bills were sent to the
customers of the Bell System, Each revenue accounting office
(RAO) which covered a specific geographical territory of the
country was further broken down into 24 central offices (CO),
and a systematic sample of 300 business and 300 residence
customers was established after removing several categories of
ineligible customers, such as, special services and coin tele-
phones .

There are several advantages and unique fea-
tures associated with the Market Research Information System
panel. First, the population is well-defined in terms of
individual billing accounts corresponding to the unique
telephone numbers. This enables the researcher to easily
draw a representative sample even with relatively low random
drawing probabilities. Second, there is no need to seek co-
operation and recruit and maintain a panel since the data are
directly obtained from the monthly billing records. Third,
there is relatively very small degree of measurement error •
since all the telephone calls generating revenues are auto-
matically recorded for billing purposes. Thus, the quality
of Information is extremely good and in general, has very low
non-sampling errors as compared to other longitudinal panels.
Finally, it is relatively easy to maintain the representa-
tiveness of the panel over a period of time by proper replacement
sampling procedures which do not get contaminated with the prob-
lems of recruiting, training and maintaining voluntary panel
members.
The total data bank consists of recording many
different types of telephone equipment and services subscribed
to by the customer. There is a complete description of the
telephone equipment in the possession of each panel member and
monthly revenues derived from its usage. Each long distance
call made by the panel member is separately recorded in terms
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of length of conversation, distance of communication, the
time of day, as well as the type of call made. These are the
factors that determine the price of each long distance call
made by the panel members.
In addition to the behavioral information
available from the billing records, a mail survey is con-
ducted with the residential customers. This survey collects
information about each panel member's housing, demographic
and mobility characteristics, family composition and attitudes
toward the use of telephone service.
A computerized system for storage and retrieval
was implemented soon after the design of the sample. It
consists of receiving monthly data from each RAO on a tape
and combining these hundred monthly tapes into a master file
system on seven disks. At the same time, data is stored on
individual disks for each revenue accounting office which is
capable of accumulating twelve months of information. The
initial storage and retrieval system was designed for an IBM
360 (Model 65) computer. However, the amount of information
to be stored on a cumulative basis since the inception of the
system has required many substantive charges. The computer
sub-system is mentioned briefly because of the difficulties
caused by this initial data access methods and the storage
space required for the fixed length records.
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THE BASIC PROBLEMS
A number of fundamental problems resulted In
the lack of effective utilization of the information. While
MRIS had a wide range of customer data not readily available
for management purposes, several factors combined to make the
system difficult to manage and unresponsive to management needs.
The design of the data base and the computer
programming were performed by the Management Sciences Department
and not the user organization. The Management Sciences
Department had considerable professional skills which unfor-
tunately were not perceived to be useful to the marketing man-
agement. For example, interest centered on the building of
complex mathematical models for forecasting revenue which
managements could neither understand nor consider necessary as
alternative forecasting procedures already existed within the
corporation.
The data resident in the data base was a broad
assemblage of information describing individual customers.
Before the individual data items could be extracted for analysis»
considerable effort was necessary to become familiar with the
data and to prepare extracted files for analysis.
The computer system and the data base design required
large scale storage capacity and frequent mounting of disks for
analysis. The access methods were state of art; however, be-
cause of the data base structure, extractions were frequently
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complex and used considerable central processing unit
time. This arrangement v;as susceptible to hardware and
software malfunctions causing data destruction. The recovery
procedures were complex and frequently extended over many
months. In fact, the system looked primitive in light of the
enormous quantity of data. These considerations resulted in
a very expensive system that needed lengthy intervals to
extract and analyze data.
While this new information system created sizable
problems for the researcher, further complications arose be-
cause the information system's capabilities were not understood
and thus not effectively applied to the corporation need for
marketing information and analysis. Management generally found
the system to be mysterious and did not wish to disrupt their
existing methods and procedures with an unknown and untested
system. Thus, when corporate studies were generated from MRIS,
the operating companies were unwilling to implement these studies
on a local basis. It was apparent from the beginning that MRIS
had not been integrated into the marketing process.
Finally, technical problems surfaced regarding the
sampling plan which caused an already dubious management to
begin to seriously question the viability of the system. While
the sampling plan was very good for national estimates, the
management requirements tended to be regional since each
operating company had an autonomous decision-making function
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responsible to the state regulatory agencies. When the data
were disaggregated for individual companies, the sample sizes
were not large enough nor representative of the regional popu-
lation to satisfy management's needs for information. This
was further compounded by the fact that the regional regu-
latory agencies required certain statistical inferential
procedures for approving rate changes which could not be
met by the MRIS system.
The culmination of these fundamental problems was
the serious consideration of whether the system should be
continued or dropped during the early stages of its development.
Fortunately, MRIS was given a reprieve. A set of strategies was
developed and their successful implementation resulted in a
vastly improved system. The survival strategies that follow
evolved over a period of time and while all of them were never
formally committed to paper, the managers of the project who
had drawn upon outside consulting expertise knew what was
necessary and had an informal plan to insure system viability.
STRATEGIES FOR SYSTEM SURVIVABILITY
The underlying objective was to develop the system
such that it would be perceived to be useful and in turn
utilized by marketing management in their planning and decision-
making process. Four major strategies evolved and three sub-
ordinate strategies were developed to support the rebuilding
11
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activities. These later strategies dealing with organi-
zational responsibilities, computer systems and data base
design and panel sampling procedures performed the enabling
functions and were essential to the success of MRIS, but were
not sufficient to guarantee success by themselves.
The lack of effective knowledge and understanding
of MRIS was inhibiting its acceptability to management. There
was a very clear need for the dissemination of existing infor-
mation. This dissemination function had to be user oriented.
The primary task of the dissemination team was to assess the
needs of marketing managers among the operating companies and
develop publication programs with which to communicate with
them. Basically, this required a change in attitude and system
mission in terms of processing and summarizing information in
a non-technical way and establishing a program of aggressive
education which would demonstrate the latent value that MRIS
possessed. Experiences encountered on implementing such a program
2
are described by Ellis. A national meeting was held to present
to the representatives of the operation companies the developmental
status, the demonstrable results achieved to date and the plans
for the future. This meeting was followed up with a series of
newsletters, reports and general letters. Since effective
communications are so vital, these activities continue today.
2
Richard B. Ellis, "Harnessing Pegasus: The Management of
Multivariate Analysis", Marketin g in Turbulent Times and
Mark c ting. the Challenges and the Opportuni ti es ; 1 975
CombTn ad Proceed i ngs
,
Serial ^[TcTi J7\ ocITted by Edward M
.
Mazze, American Marketing Association, 1975.
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A related approach was to link specific
market research requests from operating companies to the
MRIS data base. It was found that there were rnar.y areas
of market research, such as, tracking the impact of rate
changes, promotional programs, and individual customer
analysis for which there was no parallel to the longitudinal
panel approach provided by MRIS. Furthermore, since the
same type of research requests often come from different
operating companies, it was possible to build upon these
individual studies to create a general study solution
utilizing the existing data bank and provide other companies
market analysis in a more efficient and rapid manner.
Next, an extensive research effort was mounted di-
rected toward fundamental or developmental research related to
improving the professionalism of the research supervisors as well
as the technical capability of the organization in the market re-
search area. This covered the full spectrum of data collection,
data analysis and dissemination of information. For example,
several studies were carried out to learn more about the art
of mail surveys in terms of question wording, format aspects,
question length, scale reversal effects, etc. Similiarly,
several new statistical programs were installed and tested and
made available to the research staff. Finally, sufficient
analytical skills were developed to have internal strengths on
which the operating companies can rely for advice and assistance.
13

Finally, and the most critical factor in terms
of system survival was the development of problem-oriented
market research studies based on the MRIS data. The
underlying presumption behind this strategy was that
marketing management either could not or would not take
time and interest to systematically utilize the MRIS data
base in its problem-solving situation. Therefore, it was
necessary for the market research staff to assess the present
and anticipated marketing problems the company was likely to
face, and attempt to demonstrate that at least good insights and
directions toward their solution could be achieved by the proper
utilization of MRIS. Several of these applications will be
discussed in the following section.
The organization incompatibilities were resolved by
moving the systems responsibility to Marketing. A second group
was established to provide the interface between the information
system and the marketing user, development of the fundamental
research and the application of the MRIS data to marketing
problems. This brought under one organization those responsible
for specifying the marketing analysis and those responsible for
processing the data to meet the study requests.
The computer sub-system was completely overhauled and
enhanced. The computer facilities were upgraded to an IBM 370,
model 158. The principle improvement was the implementation of
14
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IBM's Information Management System (IMS). This data base
management syi^tem utilized variable length records and provided
the ability to accoss any level of data within the hierarchical
structure quickly and ef f i c i e.itly . Larger storage disks elimi-
nated the frequent proble.'i! of iriounting and remounting disks and
the new procedures resulted in effective coordination between
the systems group hug the coniputer operations people.
A new sampling pi en v.-as proposed based upon specific
geographical areas of interest to the operating companies.
These defined the new sar;i;;liag frame and replaced the previous
RAO's within each geograpiii cal area. Pxandom sampling replaced
the clustered systcf.atic sriiipling. Thus, all customers within
each area had an ef,Lial probability of appearing in the sample.
This eliminf^ted the possibility of certain areas not being
representative. A rotation scheme viaS implemented that system-
atically replaced 1/8 of the panel every six months. This kept
the existing panel from aging. The additions to the panel in-
sured that bias was not setting in end that there was no drift
away from unbiased population estimates.
APPLICATIO;;S
Mark et Sag Tiu-n i:a ti C' n A n a 1 y sj _s
Applying tne Autoaustic Interaction Detector (AID)
3
program, the residence long distance market was segmented using
For a sirrnl,?r exanplo, scf A. Marvin Roscoe, Jr. and Jagdish f^
,
Sheth, "Deiiograptiic Segmentation of Long Distance Behavior: Data
Analysis and Inductive Model Building", Proceedings 3rd Annua l
Con ferenc e, Association for Consumer ResearctT^^ edited by M.
Venkatesan, 19 72.
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demographic and telephone equipment variables. The demographic
and equipment profile was obtained by a mail survey of
the panel members as mentioned earlier.
The AID analysis identified six broad market
segments. They are summarized in Table 1. As v^ould be
expected, the demographic characteristics, income, age,
education and socioeconomic status as v/ell as a number of
additional phones (extensions) came out as the strongest
variables in explaining the differences in average, monthly
long distance bills from customer to customer. The range
of variability was between $2.28 among the older, lower
socioeconomic class and $9.13 among the people earning more
than $15,000. This represents a ratio of at least four from
the lowest to the highest segment.
This segmentation study subsequently evolved into a
market potential study when the same segments were compared
across geographical areas identifying markets with below
average consumption patterns. The analysis was combined with
comparative information about long distance calling to identify
product usage deficiencies. A successful test was conducted
in one operating company and the advertising effect was
tracked using HRIS. This activity was so successful that the
following year a corporate wide marketing effort was implemented
within each of the operating companies. Over 290 million
dollars of verified annual revenue can be attributed to
this program.
16

Product Potential Models
A second area of marketing applications has
been to develop market potential for several telephone
instruments including the Touch-Tone (pushbutton) telephone,
extension phones and other p^-emium sets such as the Princess
and Trimline phones v/ith the use of multiple discriminant
analysis .
The residential extension telephone market will
be used to illustrate this concept. Based on the existing
extension purchases, the total sample v/as divided to create
groups of customers with no extensions, one extension,
and two or more extensions. A three group discriminant
analysis was performed in which the demographic and telephone
profiles of the individual customers were utilized as the
independent discriminating variables. The resultant discrimi-
nant functions were used to calculate each individual's
discriminant scores and to predict his membership probability
to each of ttie three groups. The basic proposition is that
the ni scl ass i
f
icati on of no extension customers to one or more
extensions, and of one extension customers to more than one
extension customers constitute the additional potential markei
The classifications shown in Table 2 illustrates
the areas of potential market development. The total market
was further divided into four segments utilizing AID analysis
to identify the specific demographic characteristics of the
17

selected market areas having the highest market potential.
A summary is shov/n on Table 3. The study demonstrates
that in addition 7.5 million extensions could be sold
yielding 100 million dollars of annual revenue and identifies
the most profitable segment in which to concentrate promotional
effort.
Identifying Market Clusters and Test Markets
A common marketing management need is the identification
of similar markets for test marketing and comparative analysis
purposes. If there are several comparable markets in terms of
the benchmark variables, such as, demographics, market revenues,
etc., 1t is possible to conduct advertising and new product
experiments on a scientific basi s
.
The research program anticipated this need for and
developed a cluster of the basic one hundred revenue accounting
offices (RAO's) based on the average demographic and telephone
profiles of the sampled residential customers. A total of 55
variables were utilized in developing a market classification
of RAO's. The first step was to reduce the 65 variables to their
underlying dimensions by the use of principle components analysis.
Ten factors were obtained which summarized 92 percent of the total
variance. The profile scores were then converted into factor
scores, and the RAO's were clustered utilizing the Johnson
4
Hierarchial Clustering Algorithm.
4
A. Marvin Roscoe, Jr., Jagdish N, Sheth and Welling Howell,
"Intertcchnique Cross-Va 1 i da tion in Cluster Analysis", New
Market i n g for Social and Economi c Progre s s and Marketing"^
rpntriluitions to the f-Trin and to the SocTetv ; 19/4 C ombine d"'
Fro c c ( : ci'lTn c) s , STM-nTFi No'. 56, ed*i ted by KonaTd C. Curhan,
S"merican Marketing Association, 1574.
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The results are reproduced in Table 4. Most
of the clusters had face validity. Hov^ever, in order to
ensure that the clusters 'were not created by the specific
technique utilized, a cross-validation was performed by
using another clustering technique on the same data, and
cross- tabulati ng the tv/o results.
This classification of market areas into homo-
geneous types has become a standard reference in the company
for future test market studies in the residence market.
Market Impact Analysis
A fourth area of marketing applications to which
the MRIS system has been utilized is the measurement of
market impact at the individual customer level. As a long-
itudinal panel, MRIS is ideally suited for assessing changes
In market response due to marketing efforts such as rate changes
or promotional campaigns.
The market impact analysis is illustrated with a
5
rate change study reported by Assael and Roscoe. Residence
customers who met the following conditions were selected from
the MRIS panel. First, they must have a twelve-month history
before and after the rate change with respect to long distance
Henry Assael and A. Marvin Roscoe, Jr., "Segmenting by Consumer
Responses to a Change in iMarketinq Stimulus: A Segmentation
Analysis of the Long Distance Telephone Market", XXVIII ESOMAR •
Congress, Montreaux, Switzerland, 1975,
19

calls to measure shifts from weekday to of"--peak hours
and from operator randled to direct dial calls. Second,
they should have complete denographic and telephone profiles.
Third, they must be relatively homogeneous In their usage
patterns .
Each custcrrer's average monthly bill befc-e
and after the rate change was calculated as an index of
rate impact. This air.ounted to an average of $C.55 for the
total sample. However, a demographic breakdown of the
total sample clearly indicates that there were sigr.ificart
differences among various demographic groups suggesf'-g
that not all people react to the sar.e exte-t given a
particular rate change. As surrparized in Table 5, it is
interesting to note that the highest impact was among the
married families, among clerical and sales occiipations , aniong
under 35 years of age heacs of house^.olds, ar.ong renters
of homes and among those who had lived two yea»"s or less
at their present address.
The analysis of market irr.pact has been extenaed
to numerous rate changes and prcriotiona 1 campaigns. This
general form of trend analysis and tracking has been applied
to both the business and residence markets and the examnle of
long distance promotion under the previous market segmentation
application is an excellent exa'ole of this capability.
20
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NEW DIRECTIONS
In 1973 a newly reorganized Marketing Departn.ent v/as
created. Market Management responsibilities v.'ere established for
the Business and Residence Markets and the role of Product and
Service Management was redefined and expanded. Coincidental
with these organizational changes a marketing process was
proposed that defined the roles of the individual divisions
in coordinating the marketing effort to satisfy customer
needs and wants.
To properly serve the needs of these marketing
functions, new marketing information systems were required.
Systems were designed and implemented that provided descriptions
of the market place and the customers who purchase specific
products, measurements of the market devel op;r,ent , market
penetration and sales effectiveness and analysis of specific
marketing programs.
To handle this dramatic growth in information
systems activity, a Marketing Information Section was formed
as a separate entity out of the Market Research Organization.
New activities for planning, revenue forecasting and analysis
and results measurements were incorporated in the marketing
i nf orma tion responsibi 1 i ti es .
V/itn this change, the Marketing Deoartment assumed
the sole responsibility for the corjjoratc generation of rovonue.
21

This included an expanded role in the forecasting of
revenue, negotiating revenue ccnnn tments v/ith the operating
companies and the measurement of results in achieving the
revenue growth. To properly coordinate these departmental
and corporate activities s marketing planning coordinating
function was established consistent with and integrated into
the corporate planning process.
FUTURE PLANS
This expanded role demanded a pause for reflection.
Where were we in the Marketing Information game and where
did we want to be out into the near future. The new planning
process could easily be modified for this task.
Assumptions were forriulated as they related to the
marketing information responsibilities. These encompassed the
corporationj the Marketing Department, other Departments at
AT&T and the anticipated state-of-the art for personnel sub-
systems and cornputer sub- systems . These were used to define
the environment in which the development of marketing information
systems would proceed.
6
The aim of marketing information was stated as follows:
to develop and maintain marketing information systems and pro-
cedures designed to assist managers directly in the planning.
A. Marvin Roscoe, Jr. "Marketing Information - Five Year Plan",
Internal corporate document, Hovomber 12, 1976.
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policy formation, decision making and marketinq effectiveness
measureniGnt processes.
Nine specific goals were articulated that v/ere
conditioned by our past experience and a quasi ultimate
7
information system design as proposed by Montgomery and L'ri;an.
A diagrama tical display of this deci sion- information system
structure is shown in Table 5.
Generally stated the goals covered the following
areas: consolidating information reoui reinen ts , centralizing
the development and implementation of systems, integrating
existing and planned data bases, improving the detail and quality
of data, improving the timeliness of responses to requests for
information, removing data redundancy, designing systems to be
cost effective and expanding the analytic and n^odol building
capabilities as an integrated part of information systeris.
Specific objectives obtainable within the five year planning
period were developed along with a strategy for accomplishing
these objectives. A diagram of the function responsibilities
can be seen in Table 7,
David B. Montnomery and Glen L. Urban, "Marketing Decision -
Information Systems: an Emerging View", 1-1 a r k (H i n g Inf orma ti on
Sys to m s -Sel ected Reading
,
edited by Charles 0. Sell aver, TuiTerican
Marketl n g Assoc""i ation , Xs 76, pp. 22-30.
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COIICLUSION
The authors believe that niorketing information systems
must be designed to meet the unique needs of an individual
corporation and must conform to and exist within that corporate
environment. One such information system v/ith a v/ide range of
experiences and a lengthy period of existance so as to be of
interest to MIS practitioners has been presented. Sharing
these experiences can help others plan for the successful
implementation of nev/ systems while others can be encouraged to
revitalize and reestablish existing systems.
24
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TACLE 1
LONG DISTANCt i'lARKr^r SEGMITNTS
All customers
Average LP Bill
$5.60
Group 1 Income above SIS^COG
Group 2 Incoine below $15,000
ti e or 11", r e extensions
Attended college^
Group 3 Same as Group 2; except
High School G)"aduate or less
Group 4 Incoriio below $15,000
No extensions
Upper middle class
Group 5 Incon;e below $15,000
No extensions
Lower middle dnd lower class
Age 54 and lower
Group 6 Same as Group 5 excepi;
Age 55 and above
$9.13
$7.33
$5.37
$4.90
$3.73
$2.28

TABLE 2
MARKET POTENTIAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Predicted by Discriminant Analysis
Actual
Zero
Market One
Devel opinent
I wo or
More
Ext.
Zero One Two or More
Extens i ons
- Potenti a1
Market
Potential
Market
- Potenti a1
Market
- -
-
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TABLE 3
SOURCE OF ADDITIONAL EXTENSIONS
(000)
Yield
Zero Ext. One Ext. Combi ned Per 100
Cus tomer Customer Total Customers
Segment 1 1 ,400 1,100 2,500 45
Segment 2 3,100 900 4.000 26
Segment 3 400 150 550 8
Segment 4 400 50 450 3
Total 5,300 2,200 7,500 18
Market
Segment
1
2
3
4
Definition
Rooms
6 or more
6 or more
5 or fewer
5 or fev^'er
Income
$15,000 or more
below $15,000
$10,000 or more
below $10,000
27
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TABLE 5
CHANGE IN AVERAGE MONTHLY LOHG DISTANCE
BILLING BY KEY DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES
Demographi c
Category
Total Sample
Stage in Life Cycle
Avq . Increase In
Long Distance Bill
$0.56
Category Represciits
T his % of S a ,'?, p 1 e
100.0%
Younger married with no children or
younger married v/ith one or more
children over 13 years
Younger single or married with
children under 12, or olcer married
and single
Type of Occupation
Sales, Clerical or Operative
Manager or Professional
Blue collar, Homemaker, or
Unempl oyed
Age of Head of House
Under 35
35-54
55 & Over
Own vs. Rent Dwelling
Rent
Own
Lencith of Residence
Two years or less
Three to fifteen years
Over fifteen years
$1 .01
0.25
$1 .00
0.72
0.24
$0.99
C . 64
0.28
$1 .02
0.45
$0.76
0. 56
0.43
4 0,8%
59.2
20.6%
33.2
46.2
r/.3%
4 5.4
37.3
18.7%
81.3
19.9%
50.1
30.0
?9
\i
TABLE 6
DECISION-INFO.RMATICM SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The Monoger
Inputs.
,L
Requesis Informofion
X
si
!
!
1 X
X
Disploy
Unit
1 ^ Sfoitshcol
1
DotQ
jStatisfiCOi
] Bonk
i t \.^v /T
X / X
1 DolQ \\ /
c
o o3
X
zy
Inputs \\f<etncvQl / t30.' O Xb
X
1^ o CO X
ex \\°' / b
u -
o
o
0) X
o
^vKDoIo
o
b
c
"'^ X
OJ i", n j •o >->
UJ c
o
X
X
o
5
/^ Testing ond ^.
y/fstimoiing Mode's
p 1
X
X
X
Model
Bonk
^ ^'oto Nr.GtO 1
onk j^Mode! Cj£"if>FOTed : «
Do to M
i X^—-X -X X—— X X X — X X X—
J
jOectstons Ooto
'
'
T
Enyifonment
Informolior' System Boundaries
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TABLE 7
Marketing Information Systems
Functional Responsibilities
ah And Objectives!Corporate Go
I
Marketino Goals And Objectives 1
I
"
*
tl -, .~. . : 5
Plan Results -«-
Revenue Tracking-
MarKcts ^-
Products
Force
-
-xper.se-*-
MARKETiNG PLANNING
REVENUE FORECASTING
AND RESULTS
PRODUCTS
AND
SERViCES
Existing,
New And
Planned
Exchange
Terntnai
Intercity
Data
Marketing
Research
MARKETS
Business
Large User
Assigned
Unassigned
Residence
Coin
Directory
4
industry Studies
Muliiclient Studies
U.S. Census
Special Studies
-Marketing Plans
-Forecasts
-< Customer Rocc-ds
CRIS
-o— investment & Cost
ICiS- FA
Employee Reports
Corporate Reports
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